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Cultural Week

Little Buffalo 
School
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Herman Sutherland and Joyce Hunt demonstrated how to 
tan the hide properly. The process to do the hide took 
about a week and half. 
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Step 1 : Skinning And Caring For A Hide.

skinning is very important if you want a good tanned hide. Be very 
careful not to cut any holes or gouges and leave as much flesh on 
the hide as possible. 
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Step 2 : Soaking 

When ready to start working on the hide, cut one inch away from 
edge of hide. Staring at the tail working around, place them every 
three and a half to four inches apart. Soak the hide in shallow creek 
or slough if one is near you, placing it in flesh side down. If the 
center tends to rise, place a long pole or board over it but do not 
completely immerse the hide. If soaking in a tub, center the hide, 
hair side down, then fill tub with water and fold remaining hide in. 
It is best not to wet the hair side more than necessary.
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Soaking of the Hide.
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Construct a frame a little bigger than the hide out of poles; securing 
it with wire.You may leave the bottom pole off until the top of the 
hide has been laced as this will save you re-adjeusting it. Secure 
another pole between two trees and lean your frame against this. 
Using a ¼ inch rope, preferably one not made nylon as nylon 
stretches, start lacing at the tail. After lacing the hide onto the 
frame, re-tighten all the way around. If the hide has dried out too 
much while lacing, pour a little warm water on it and then cover it 
with an old blanket or canvas.

Step 3 : Stretching 
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Secure another pole across the frame, a little below center, to rest 
heels on while kneeling on the hide. A moose hide can easily hold 
two adults; if working with deer or elk hide, do not put as much 
weight on it.
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Step 4 : Fleshing 

using a knife begin fleshing the hide by cutting away flesh and other tissues along top 
edge. After it is started, use a bone flesher (Mequiquon Cree) , hitting directly at the hide 
and pulling down. Do not wet the area that has been fleshed; in case of rain, cover this part 
with a blanket or a canvas. getting the ide wet at this point will affect the softness of the 
hide when it is finished. when all flesh and tissues have been removed, leave in the sun to 
dry 1 ½ to 3 hours, depending on the weather.
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Step 5 : De-haring :
Turn frame around and starting from neck, work downwards, using hide scraper (Mataigen 
Cree). First clear a section by scraping sideways and then use a long downward strokes. 
Not only the hair the hair has to be removed but also the first layer of skin (Epidermis). 
After completely de-haring the hide, check again for any areas that may have been missed. 
Keep your scraper sharp at all time by filling and then using a scone. Cut hide off of rope,
leaving the tail uncut as this willl shrink in the tanning process. Fold -do not roll hid- and 
store until ready next step. At this stage you have what is called rawhide (Apin-Cree) and 
it may be used as indefinite period of time.
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Step 6 :Greasing And Braining 

Melt bear fat (Preferable) or bacon grease, but do not use while too hot.  Using wing  
feathers of duck or goose, or a paint brush, splash grease on hair side until hide is 
completely covered. Leave in the hot sun until grease soaks through (1 to 2 days). In the 
evening, cook brains over fatty broth from boiled meat. If no broth is available, use water 
and add little grease. Rub brains into same side as grease, using hands, rolled up grease or 
a soft stone to work it into hide. Fold hide, brian side in, into halves, folding into as small a 
package as possible. It is recommended to do this step in the evening as the hide is easier 
to fold after the evening dew sets in. Place rocks on top of the hide to help the brains soak 
through. Place in the sun the next day until the brains are bry.  
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Step 7 : First Smoking 

You can use one of two methods in the first smoking, dhair side down, depending on how 
much time you have.

 1. Build a rack out of poles and make a long fire underneath with rotten, wet wood so you 
have not to much heat and lots of smoke. Place hit on top, and leave it on rack for about 
two days, keeping fire going.

 2. Build a small fire and let it burn down. Cover coals with spruce boughs and lay hide 
over top, hair side down. Check with hand and if hide starts to get hot,move it around. Do 
this until brains and grease soak through to the other side.
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 Step 8 : Soaking

Soak hide in tub of warm soapy water overnight. Place a rock on top of folded hide so that 
is completely immersed. Move the hide around once or twice and warm up the water next 
morning before working the hide.
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Step 9 : Rubbing 

the next day, rub flesh side of  hide over a  metal hoop from a wooden barrel. bend the top 
in half and attach the top and bottom to a tree at a level that is comfortable to sit on a stool 
or a block. Grasp the hide firmly in both hands and pull the hide back and forth until all 
parts have been rubbed and the water has penetrated the entire hide and is soft.  
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step 10 : Scraping and Drying 

Hang hide horizontally over pole attached to two trees, flesh side up. Using a knife or 
scraper, remove any tissues that may have been left and as much water as possible. Turn 
the hide the other way and  repeat this process. Then fold hide towards center from each 
side and fold in half. Twist the hide around a pole, folding ends of the hide under the part 
that goes around the pole to form a loop. Stick another short pole through this and twist the 
hide, squeezing as much water as possible. if this procedure produces any holes, sew them 
up with a heavy thread and pull the hide from each side to stretch into shape. Then shake 
the hide with hair side down over a fire; stretch it again, changing sides to other edge is 
near the fire, and shake again. Twist the hide around the pole two or three times depending 
on the side of the hide.Continue to shake the hide over the fire and stretch it, until dry.
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A good way to check if it is dry enough is to blow on the hide, holding it close the mouth. 
If the air goes through, it is dry. Hang the hid over the pole again with flesh side out and 
scrape away any loose bits. If there are plenty  and they do not come off easily, sprinkle 
with a heavy thread and pull the hide from each side to stretch in shap. Then shake the hide 
with hair side down over a fire ;  stetch it again, changing side so the other edge is near the 
fire, and shake again. Twist the hide around the tree two or three times, depending on the 
side of the hide. Continue to shake the hide over the fire and stretch it, until dry. Flour over 
the hide and roll up over night. Scrape until hide is smooth. This step  can almost be 
omitted if the fleshing has been done properly. If the hide is a thick one and it isn’t as soft 
as desired, repeat steps from greasing and braining to the end. Your hide is now tanned; 
the next step is to smoke it if you want color and water resistance.
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Step 11 : Final Smoking  

before smoking, Cut away all all stiff edges. The old style is to cut it about one half inch 
and save the scrapers for using place of ropes (Peshagappi-Cree) sew the top and sides, 
flesh side in, which is the right side, to form a bag, and then sew a canvas around the 
bottom. Build a fire in a tub or small pit and add rotten wood so it will smoke and not 
burn. Have a pail of water handy in case the fire flames up and keep on adding more rotten 
wood. Hang the hide from poles and place the canvas around the tub or pit. Tend to hide 
constantly so it does not burn, until it reaches the desired color. turn the inde inside out and 
smoke again. Do this step on a calm day as the wind causes the coloring to be uneven. Cut 
away the canvas and stitching and hang the hide to air out.
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Bowl Games ,With Lillian :
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Stick Games, with Janet 
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Bannock With, Virgina : 
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Crafts With, Maggie
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Calling Lake School
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Attendance

Action Components Responsibility Timelines

Meetings- September 17, 2015 committee monthly

Monthly attendance assembly

Recognized students and parents 

with 90% - 80% attendance.

 

teachers

monthly

Seek funds for year-end 

attendance awards

committee yearly

Strategy: Attendance Committee
Timeline:  ongoing
Responsibility: committee and staff
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Attendance 
Strategy: Home School Liaison Worker
Timeline:  ongoing
Responsibility:  Principal and staff

Action Components Responsibility Timelines

 Track students with chronic 

attendance issues.

Teachers and home 

school liaison worker

ongoing

 Do home visits. Home school liaison 

worker

ongoing

 Contact parents Teachers and home 

school liaison worker

ongoing
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Attendance

Strategy: Monthly attendance Awards
Timeline:  Ongoing
Responsibility:  All Staff
Action Components Responsibility Timelines

 Monthly attendance 

assembly

 

committee ongoing

 Recognized students and 

parents with 90% - 80% 

attendance.

teachers ongoing
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List Barriers to Implementation
 
• Lack of funding to run support programs
• Lack of parental support.
• Social issues: Gaming, internet, addictions etc.
• Student fatigue and hunger.
• Lack of community services ie. Parent support 

programs, life skills, community literacy nights.
• Transportation issues for families.
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Literacy plan
Assessment
● complete and submit PM benchmarks and JJ reading inventories
● Complete Whole School  write

Strategies
● Daily 5 & Cafe
● 2 hour block for literacy
● Literacy days
● Literacy Lead

Professional Development
● Animated literacy
● Assessments, guided reading, Chromebook, 
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P.A.T.S
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P.A.T.S
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P.A.T.S
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P.A.T.S
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P.A.T.S
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FNMI
School

Positive behavior support based on Cree traditions.  
Miskowasimowina- 7 teachings
K – 12 Language Arts, social studies, wellness

Learner Outcomes (I statements)
I will observe the 7 teachings daily.
I will identify specific behaviors for each of the 7 teachings.
I will model behaviors in each of 7 teachings.
I will practice the 7 teachings behavior daily.
I will learn behavior in each of the 7 teachings.
I will develop deeper levels of understandings on each of the 7 teachings.
I will gain personal knowledge and experience each of the 7 teachings.
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Miskowasimowina    -   7 teachings

Sakeyihtowin:  ��������  
Love

Kisteyihtowin  ���������  
Respect
 
Sohkeyihtamowin  
���������� 
Strength/courage

Kwayaskyesihcikewinihk  
���������������  Honesty
 
Iyinisowin  ������� Wisdom

Tapahteyimowin  ��������� 
Humility

Tapwewin  ������ Truth
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School and Community Celebration

Tea and bannock day

Student Success night
Hunting and trapping - 
Fishing
Music - drumming
Arts and Crafts- drum making, ribbon 
shirts, 
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Example of Fishing unit across the curriculum
ECS – grade 12 Social studies, Language arts, Math, Art

Learner Outcomes (I statements)
- I will observe protocol to the land teaching.
- I will gain meaningful insight into Cree worldview.
- I will make connections into the interconnectedness of all things.
- I will observe ice fishing.
- I will learn from experiential learning.
- I will create fish scale art.
- I will use Cree language in context.
- I will learn and work with Elders.
 
Assessments
Math problems from data collected on site.
Participation rubrics
Journal entries.
Fish scale art piece
Math problems
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ikosi maka
Thank You
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2015-2016 BUDGET 
PRESENTATION

November, 2015
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Budgeting Process
June budget November budget

Staffing is based on unit costs (averages). Staffing is based on actual certificated salary costs.

Enrolment is estimated, based on the current year. Enrolment is actual, based on September 30 count.

Non-staffing costs are estimated. Non-staffing costs are compared to previous fiscal
year, and are increased or decreased.

Federal tuition revenue is based on what was invoiced 
during the fiscal year.

Federal tuition revenue is based on the updated
tuition rates, based on year-end results.

Staffing levels are based on general assumptions,
estimated enrolment and special needs.

Staffing levels are adjusted to actual school 
enrolment, with a consideration of additional special 
needs in a school.

Capital projects are planned, using general 
assumptions.

Capital projects can be increased or scaled back, 
based on the surplus/deficit recorded at year-end.

Carryforward balances are not adjusted. Carryforward balances are adjusted, based on year-
end results.

Used for external reporting purposes (Alberta 
Education, audited financial statements)

Used for internal purposes (reporting to the board and 
monitoring school and departmental budget/actual 
results)
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REVENUES

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Provincial (includes grant $) 30,371,895 31,594,132 31,093,716 31,441,703 36,910,628 33,918,430

Federal 19,376,173 20,845,936 20,862,391 20,838,515 21,822,073 22,486,874

Amortization of Capital Allocations 2,950,691 3,135,934 3,192,543 3,526,233 3,208,958 3,500,015

Other 6,676,898 6,506,988 6,594,606 7,203,449 3,796,009 3,736,340

Total Revenue 59,375,657 62,082,990 61,743,256 63,009,900 65,737,668 63,641,659
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Provincial (includes grant $)
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Amortization of Capital Allocations
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Total Revenue
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Revenue

Change in revenue
- change in provincial/federal student ratio
- reduction in IMR funding
- increase in deferred revenue
- increase in industry-funded positions
- increase in some federal rates

($521,652)
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EXPENSES

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Certificated Wages 25,876, 25,763, -0.44% 25,123, -2.48% 25,268, 0.58% 25,186, 0.25% 22,691, -10.20%

Uncertificated Wages 16,401, 16,495, 0.57% 16,199, -1.79% 15,388, -5.00% 16,377, 1.10% 15,212, -1.15%

Amortization 3,994,9 4,134,5 3.50% 4,802,4 16.15% 5,769,5 20.14% 4,409,4 -8.18% 4,600,0 -20.27%

All other expenses 15,553, 16,283, 4.69% 15,581, -4.31% 16,872, 8.29% 20,183, 29.54% 21,221, 25.77%

Total Expenses 61,825, 62,676, 1.38% 61,706, -1.55% 63,299, 2.58% 66,156, 7.21% 63,724, 0.67%

Surplus (Deficit) (2,449,8 (593,448 36,777 (289,668 (418,716 (83,040)
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Expenses

Schools

June projected school staffing $28,066,602

Additions to schools:
4 certificated staff (1.5 at Mistassiniy and St. Theresa and

.5 at Career Pathways and Father Perin)
4.5 educational assistants (transferred $175,000 from     

Central’s fall special assistant budget)

$630,000

Cost reduction due to actual versus unit cost
for certificated staff

-$1,520,030

November projected school staffing $27,426,572
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Other expenses
CTS – added grant expense (to match income) -$70,000

Instructional supply 
- reduced fall SA budget ($ in schools)
- rent for Wabasca office
- Teacher inservice budget from Superintendent’s budget

-$154,000

Literacy – added grant expense (to match income) -$75,000

System Computers – reduced Software Technology plan $14,000

Testing and Achieving
- reduced PUF salaries
- added grant expense (to match income)

-$140,000

Housing – rent Wabasca Office -$12,000

Business Services
- added .8 A/P clerk (audit completion)
- reduced custodian
- reduced travel and other operating
- increased depreciation expense to match actual

-$128,000
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Added Local School Board carryforward
Added expenses for Student Mental Health committee

-$5,339
-$30,000

Superintendent’s Office
- Added STEP student
- reduced inservice (above)
- Wabasca office rent

-$4,000

Maintenance
- added custodians missed in the last budget
- adjusted custodian time to match industry standards
- adjusted utility expenses and insurance to 2014-2015 actuals
- propane tank inspections

$265,000

Transportation
- removed coordinator position
- added full-time secretary
- added contractor

-$16,000

November budget deficit ($83,040)
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SURPLUS (DEFICIT)

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Surplus (Deficit) (2,449,848) (593,448) 36,777 (289,668) (418,716) (83,040)

(3,000,000)

(2,500,000)

(2,000,000)

(1,500,000)

(1,000,000)

(500,000)

0

500,000

Surplus (Deficit)
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2014-2015 surplus
2014-2015 draft financial statements ($418,716)

Allowance for delinquent account $2,400,000

Adjusted surplus $2,000,000

Made up of:

Increased revenue  
portable move income 
donations

$750,000
$600,000

Reduced expenses
Schools

unhired positions (2)
actual salary costs versus unit costs
additional school donations

$100,000
$700,000
$200,000
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Reduced expenses continued

Centralized services

Training
- Paraprofessional training - $65,000
- Inservice for certificated staff re:  curriculum - $75,000
- Inservice orientation - $62,000
- ATA inservice - $30,000
- Special assistant inservice - $25,000
- Principals’ inservice - $38,000
- Human resources inservice - $50,000
- Transportation inservice - $11,000
- Corporate board inservice - $90,000

$450,000

Travel $90,000

Staff positions unfilled
- System computers manager
- Literacy lead
- Transportation co-ordinator (part-time contract)
- reduction of a bus driver

$395,000

System computers
- unused evergreen
- internet usage unbilled (corrected in 15-16)

$113,000
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Reduced expenses continued

Educational leaves unused $90,000

FNMI expenses allocated to grants $135,000

Boards
- elections not held
- LSBC carryforward

$210,000

Miscellaneous other savings (some examples)
- HR – no moving expenses
- HR – professional services evaluation
- Website not expenses (capitalized)

$420,000
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Increased expenses 

Centralized services

Housing -184,000

Maintenance
- increased electricity -$40,000 for Gift Lake
- increased insurance - $40,000
- portable move - $700,000
- additional rent for Gift Lake portables - $300,000
- Gift Lake old school demolition – 350,000
- Little Buffalo water haul - $80,000

-$1,510,000

School Food Services -133,000
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2015-2016 BUDGET 
PRESENTATION

November, 2015
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Budgeting Process
June budget November budget

Staffing is based on unit costs (averages). Staffing is based on actual certificated salary costs.

Enrolment is estimated, based on the current year. Enrolment is actual, based on September 30 count.

Non-staffing costs are estimated. Non-staffing costs are compared to previous fiscal
year, and are increased or decreased.

Federal tuition revenue is based on what was invoiced 
during the fiscal year.

Federal tuition revenue is based on the updated
tuition rates, based on year-end results.

Staffing levels are based on general assumptions,
estimated enrolment and special needs.

Staffing levels are adjusted to actual school 
enrolment, with a consideration of additional special 
needs in a school.

Capital projects are planned, using general 
assumptions.

Capital projects can be increased or scaled back, 
based on the surplus/deficit recorded at year-end.

Carryforward balances are not adjusted. Carryforward balances are adjusted, based on year-
end results.

Used for external reporting purposes (Alberta 
Education, audited financial statements)

Used for internal purposes (reporting to the board and 
monitoring school and departmental budget/actual 
results)
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REVENUES

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Provincial (includes grant $) 30,371,895 31,594,132 31,093,716 31,441,703 36,910,628 33,918,430

Federal 19,376,173 20,845,936 20,862,391 20,838,515 21,822,073 22,486,874

Amortization of Capital Allocations 2,950,691 3,135,934 3,192,543 3,526,233 3,208,958 3,500,015

Other 6,676,898 6,506,988 6,594,606 7,203,449 3,796,009 3,736,340

Total Revenue 59,375,657 62,082,990 61,743,256 63,009,900 65,737,668 63,641,659
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Revenue

Change in revenue
- change in provincial/federal student ratio
- reduction in IMR funding
- increase in deferred revenue
- increase in industry-funded positions
- increase in some federal rates

($521,652)
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EXPENSES

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Certificated Wages 25,876, 25,763, -0.44% 25,123, -2.48% 25,268, 0.58% 25,186, 0.25% 22,691, -10.20%

Uncertificated Wages 16,401, 16,495, 0.57% 16,199, -1.79% 15,388, -5.00% 16,377, 1.10% 15,212, -1.15%

Amortization 3,994,9 4,134,5 3.50% 4,802,4 16.15% 5,769,5 20.14% 4,409,4 -8.18% 4,600,0 -20.27%

All other expenses 15,553, 16,283, 4.69% 15,581, -4.31% 16,872, 8.29% 20,183, 29.54% 21,221, 25.77%

Total Expenses 61,825, 62,676, 1.38% 61,706, -1.55% 63,299, 2.58% 66,156, 7.21% 63,724, 0.67%

Surplus (Deficit) (2,449,8 (593,448 36,777 (289,668 (418,716 (83,040)
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Expenses

Schools

June projected school staffing $28,066,602

Additions to schools:
4 certificated staff (1.5 at Mistassiniy and St. Theresa and

.5 at Career Pathways and Father Perin)
4.5 educational assistants (transferred $175,000 from     

Central’s fall special assistant budget)

$630,000

Cost reduction due to actual versus unit cost
for certificated staff

-$1,520,030

November projected school staffing $27,426,572
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Other expenses
CTS – added grant expense (to match income) -$70,000

Instructional supply 
- reduced fall SA budget ($ in schools)
- rent for Wabasca office
- Teacher inservice budget from Superintendent’s budget

-$154,000

Literacy – added grant expense (to match income) -$75,000

System Computers – reduced Software Technology plan $14,000

Testing and Achieving
- reduced PUF salaries
- added grant expense (to match income)

-$140,000

Housing – rent Wabasca Office -$12,000

Business Services
- added .8 A/P clerk (audit completion)
- reduced custodian
- reduced travel and other operating
- increased depreciation expense to match actual

-$128,000
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Added Local School Board carryforward
Added expenses for Student Mental Health committee

-$5,339
-$30,000

Superintendent’s Office
- Added STEP student
- reduced inservice (above)
- Wabasca office rent

-$4,000

Maintenance
- added custodians missed in the last budget
- adjusted custodian time to match industry standards
- adjusted utility expenses and insurance to 2014-2015 actuals
- propane tank inspections

$265,000

Transportation
- removed coordinator position
- added full-time secretary
- added contractor

-$16,000

November budget deficit ($83,040)
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SURPLUS (DEFICIT)

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Surplus (Deficit) (2,449,848) (593,448) 36,777 (289,668) (418,716) (83,040)
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2014-2015 surplus
2014-2015 draft financial statements ($418,716)

Allowance for delinquent account $2,400,000

Adjusted surplus $2,000,000

Made up of:

Increased revenue  
portable move income 
donations

$750,000
$600,000

Reduced expenses
Schools

unhired positions (2)
actual salary costs versus unit costs
additional school donations

$100,000
$700,000
$200,000
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Reduced expenses continued

Centralized services

Training
- Paraprofessional training - $65,000
- Inservice for certificated staff re:  curriculum - $75,000
- Inservice orientation - $62,000
- ATA inservice - $30,000
- Special assistant inservice - $25,000
- Principals’ inservice - $38,000
- Human resources inservice - $50,000
- Transportation inservice - $11,000
- Corporate board inservice - $90,000

$450,000

Travel $90,000

Staff positions unfilled
- System computers manager
- Literacy lead
- Transportation co-ordinator (part-time contract)
- reduction of a bus driver

$395,000

System computers
- unused evergreen
- internet usage unbilled (corrected in 15-16)

$113,000
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Reduced expenses continued

Educational leaves unused $90,000

FNMI expenses allocated to grants $135,000

Boards
- elections not held
- LSBC carryforward

$210,000

Miscellaneous other savings (some examples)
- HR – no moving expenses
- HR – professional services evaluation
- Website not expenses (capitalized)

$420,000
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Increased expenses 

Centralized services

Housing -184,000

Maintenance
- increased electricity -$40,000 for Gift Lake
- increased insurance - $40,000
- portable move - $700,000
- additional rent for Gift Lake portables - $300,000
- Gift Lake old school demolition – 350,000
- Little Buffalo water haul - $80,000

-$1,510,000

School Food Services -133,000
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